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Major events and stock moves
that can affect your holdings

It May Not Pay
to Mix Deer with
Bulls and Bears

Prabhat Dairy’s
Q3 Show Cheers
“I think the
commodity downcycle
is a slightly longerterm structural issue...
This is the first phase
where you have seen
the equity prices
correct globally. The
second phase usually
comes when credit
defaults pick up”
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Cairn Bounces on
Crude Price Rise
 Cairn India’s stock gained
10.4% in just two trading
sessions after the rally in
crude oil price. Despite
having cash of around
`17,000 crore, Cairn’s
stock has fallen by over
70% from its high due to
sharp fall in the crude
price. Its stock is currently trading at 0.3 times the
book value. The planned
merger with other group
company, Vedanta has
also acted as a spoil
sport. The bounceback
in crude price has helped
improve sentiments.
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INCREASE IN BRENT CRUDE
OIL PRICE IN TWO DAYS

Sobha Caught in
Realty Sector Slump
Sobha
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 Bengaluru’s slowing real
estate market seems to
have hit Bengaluru-based
real estate company,
Sobha Developers. The
company reported a 42%
decline in its revenue
year-on-yearwhile profits
too were down by 47%.
Also, the company did not
launch any new projects
in the quarter. The stock
price is down by 40%
in the last one year. On
Friday, it was down 1.8%,
results got announced
post market hours.
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 Prabhat Dairy reported
stellar numbers for the
December 2015 quarter.
Net profit shot up three
times to `7.5 crore from
the year ago. Sales grew
by 19% to `304.8 crore.
For the nine month period, sales grew by 19.8%
while net profit fell by
13.5% due to higher tax
outgo. The stock gained
4% on Friday after results.
It trades at annualised
nine-month earnings
multiple of 52. This may
moderate considering the
steep valuation.

Pharma, Housing Fin
Cos Good Opportunities

T

he ongoing collapse in
commodities is similar
to the dotcom bust in
2001, said Shiv Puri,
managing director of
Singapore-based TVF
Capital Advisors. In an interview to
Dia Rekhi and Nishanth Vasudevan,
Puri said housing finance companies
and pharma companies are good
investment opportunities after the
recent correction. Edited excerpts:
What will be the impact of the
collapse in global commodity
prices on financial markets?
I think the commodity downcycle is a
slightly longer-term structural issue
rather than a cyclical bounceback. This
is the first phase where you have seen
the equity prices correct globally. The
second phase usually comes when
credit defaults pick up. The trigger for
credit defaults will be a 2016 event
when the hedges that companies have
in place will start rolling off. Today,
some of the largest oil and metal companies have their hedges coming off.
The general consensus is that there
will be a bounceback. So banks are still
lending but the moment banks feel this
is not happening, liquidity will start
getting tight. And when liquidity starts
getting tight, defaults will pick up.
So, will we see a repeat of 2008?
We can see a repeat of 2001, where
the collapse in commodities might
be similar to the dotcom bubble that
collapsed. 2008 was basically a US

subprime default issue with massive leverage. Today, because of the
regulations that have happened, US
banks are in pretty good shape. So I
think the leverage on leverage that
was there in 2008 is no longer there.
There is a view that the emerging
market story may be over.
I think the emerging market term is going to get over. The BRICS term should
also be over. Certain EMs — India being
one of them — will have to walk alone
and chart their own path.
How long will the foreign investor
sell-off continue?

TREND SPOTTING

We can see a
repeat of
2001, where
the collapse in commodities might be
similar to the dotcom
bubble that collapsed

A lot of the foreign investor-related
selling is coming out of baskets where
India has its share. Second, India has
been a bit of an overweight in most
categories of people who allocate topdown to these EM buckets. Third, there
is some concern over when growth will
pick up. And finally, people want to see
the reform process move forward. If
you add up all of these four things, you
see that redemptions are happening
but the amount is still very small.
How will you approach public sector banks after the correction?
Public sector banks continue to have a
short-term cyclical problem and a longterm structural problem. And usually
those are both very difficult times to
invest in any company. The short-term
issue is that they still have a lot of
pain to take in terms of their books.
The long-term structural problem is
in terms of how far they have fallen in
terms of technology and costs. It is a
difficult uphill battle for them.
Have pharma stocks discounted
regulatory issues from the USFDA?
This is a cyclical problem and not a
structural issue. The chemistry scales
in India hit that inflection point a few
years ago. And we have the ability here
to capture a large share of the global
pharma market. In Western markets,
especially the US, everyone out there
wants to lower the cost of drugs. Largesized pharma companies focusing on
complex generics have a great growth
opportunity. While stocks have cor-
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I think the EM
term is going
to get over.
The BRICS term should
also be over. Certain
EMs — India being one —
will have to walk alone
rected due to FDA concerns, I don’t
think the execution, the quality of the
management, the business opportunity
remain concerns. And the track record
of these company’s acquisitions so far
has been phenomenal.
Are you still bullish on housing
finance companies?
Housing finance companies, especially
rural, are a 20-year story because of
the huge market size while the companies are so small. They should follow
the HDFC model and grow sensibly
so that they don’t have credit quality
issues later on. A lot of them are now
getting their liability side stronger.
Companies like Repco earlier had to
borrow largely from the wholesale
market. Then they got their credit rating which lowered the cost of funds.
This segment is getting more institutionalised. Valuations have become a
little more reasonable. My view has always been don’t try and find poor quality companies to buy cheap, but wait
for high quality companies to correct.

Some of you may have experienced this while speeding along
a forest highway on a moonless
night. A deer, frozen with fear,
stands motionless in the middle
of the road, helplessly staring
at the advancing headlights of
the SUV. This imagery, part of
the English lexicon, was recently used by a senior strategist of
an MNC bank to explain the
plight of puzzled investors in a
chaotic market.
His note to clients, titled ‘Deer
Caught in the Headlights’, was
an attempt to pep up a dry analyst report. His employer, however, didn’t think it was entirely
blameless. In less than an hour,
the compliance guy threw a red
flag — worried that there could
be litigious clients who might
feel being compared with a
dumb, frightened animal was
inappropriate.
According to the ‘guidelines
of good behaviour’ in MNC financial services firms, all reports are vetted by half a dozen
people, so that what goes out is
free of error and libel. But,
when the author of the ‘deer’
report ridiculed his colleague’s
paranoia, he was gently reminded that he would be on his
own if the note backfired. The
analyst didn’t push it further —
with banks sacking in thousands and a European securities house shutting down in
India without paying year-end
bonus, he was in no mood to let
the choice of a figure of speech
stain his performance report.
The caution is not confined to
client notes. The crushing compliance cost, legal fees and fines
are driving foreign banks to adopt
strange, funny practices. For instance, if a bank organises a
meeting between one of its overseas clients and a politician, or a
former bureaucrat or minister, or
journalist, the latter must declare
that no confidential information
was shared, no fee was charged
and the conversation did not generate any business deals. In markets like China, where few talk for
free, the client picks up the bill
and is later compensated by the
bank (may be with a discount on
some transaction).
When an ex-finance minister —
a hard-bitten, sarcastic gentleman — was requested to give a
similar declaration, he threw a
fit. While the senior politico felt
he was doing a favour, the bank’s
lawyers were keeping their
records straight so that no US activist can later allege that they
were fishing out classified information. These declarations, often in the fine print of a long
email requesting for a meeting,

are carefully preserved by the
bank to avoid hassles in future.
Indeed, organising simple
meetings to ‘get a sense of
what’s happening’ has become
difficult for foreign banks which
had an unwritten policy to hire
sons and relatives of bureaucrats and politicians to gain access. A nephew of a senior
Madhya Pradesh politician,
who was among the ones sacked
in the latest round of downsizing by the bank he was working
for, had the USP of arranging
quick meetings with whoever
mattered. Such skills, once
prized, may not find too many
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COSY NO MORE

Organising meetings
to ‘get a sense of
what’s happening’ has
become difficult for
foreign banks that
had an unwritten
policy to hire sons
and relatives of
bureaucrats and
politicians for access
takers now.
Unsure how their comments
would be interpreted, many employees have left WhatsApp
groups (except the most innocuous ones), deactivated Twitter
accounts, and are careful to
keep their Bloomberg chats
harmless. All they can freely
talk about are things that have
been already circulated.
All this, however, could well be
a refreshing change: aggression
and merit may now carry a little
more weight than cozy relationships and contacts. The downside, of course, is that the author of the ‘deer’ report will
have to temper his imagination.

